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FOLLOW 10 BARREL

POMEGRANATE BERRY PUNCH
Vodka, ginger beer, cranberry juice, and pomegrante juice, garnished with a lime. -9

MARIT'S MEZCAL
Sombra Mezcal, fresh lime juice, agave syrup, triple sec, jalapenos, garnished with a 
lime. -11

HONEY BADGER
Jack Honey whiskey, lemon juice, and ginger beer.  -8

HOT TUB SEASON
Brown sugar, cinnamon, cloves, honey, lemon, and Bushmills Irish whiskey  -9

RED
CROW CANYON CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CA  -6/18
Smooth, bold flavor with a cherry undertone.
ELK COVE LA SIRENE PINOT NOIR, OR -10/35
Blackberries, cedar, and chocolate. Complex and elegant.
BARNARD GRIFFIN ROB'S RED BLEND, WA -9/30
Rich mouthfeel with accents of oak spice, cinnamon, and a hint of 
nutmeg.
FEDERALIST HONEST RED BLEND, CA -10/35
Plum, blackberry, black currant, and a hint of spice.
CONSTENTINO THE FRANC, CA -10/35
Aged 20 months in French & Hungarian oak barrels.  Sweet and spicy 
with flavors of crisp fruit and black pepper. Great structure, long finish.
7 DEADLY ZINS, CA  -9/30
Full and rich with flavors of black cherry, currants, and exotic spices.

WHITE
VIU MANENT CHARDONNAY, CHILE   -6/18
Melon, pineapple, and peach flavors, with a slight mineral finish.
HERON CHARDONNAY, CA  -9/30
Apricot, fuji apple, dried pineapple, and ripe cassaba melon.
PIKE ROAD PINOT GRIS, OR  -8/28
Herb, gooseberry, lime and pear.
INNOCENT BYSTANDER MARLBOROUGH SAUV BLANC, 
NZ  -9/30
Lemons, peach, and nectarine.  Crisp, zesty, and refreshing.
UNDERWOOD ROSE, OR  -7/24

Strawberry, meyer lemon, and peach.
J. ROGET BRUT CHAMPAGNE, NY  -6

WANDERLUST WHITE, BEND OR  -7/24
Crisp white blend featuring flavors of canteloupe and wild flowers..

TO-GO BEER
GROWLERS:
(64oz Glass)
Empty - 8
Full  - 17
Full Premium - 22
Refill - 12  
Premium Refill - 17

(32oz Glass)
Refill - 6

Premium Refill - 9

FANCY BEER:
Spiral Staircase - 16
16 Barrel - 16
Jamican Me Pumpkin - 16
Femme De Le Rouge - 22
Estonya- 16

50/50 GROWLERS:
64 oz   -  45
32oz    -  30
25oz     -  25
Premium fill +5

22OZ BOTTLES:
Apocalypse IPA - 4
Sinistor - 4
Scale Breaker- 6
Double Mosiac- 6

6-PACKS:
Apocalypse IPA - 10 
JOE IPA - 10
Pub Beer -9
Cucumber Crush - 13
Raspberry  Crush - 13 

Trail Beer - 9 

GREEN HATCH CHILI BLOODY MARY
Crater Lake Green Hatch Chili Vodka, house made bloody mary mix, garnished with 
chirizo, cheese and a pepperoncini with an aleppo chili salt rim. -10



BEERS  ON  TAP BEERS  ON  TAP
SASQUATCH
GOLDEN ALE / IBU 23 / ABV 4.7%  

Not quite a traditional blonde and not quite a golden. The crisp Boise Blonde is light 
enough bodied to be your everyday go to with a smooth blend of hops to keep things 
interesting. Clean, light and easy drinking.  -5.5    brewed by Shawn Kelso

APOCALYPSE
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%   

This west coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good we think it is 
but if you like IPA’s... Just give it a run for yourself. -5.5      brewed by Jimmy Seifrit

PRAY FOR SNOW
WINTER ALE / IBU 65 / ABV 7.0% 

In Bend, we care about two things in the winter.... Snow and Beer.  We changed this 
year's Pray For Snow winter ale by using seven different malts and changed up the 
hops for a piney, herbal hop complexity. Drink Beer, Stay Warm! -5.5

CHERRY CHIPOTLE
SOUR /  IBU 10  /  ABV 6% 
We took an easy drinking, moderately sour cherry ale and added New Mexico-grown 
whole dried chipotles and ground chipotle powder.  The light smoky aromas are 
followed by a rounded fruitiness, and it finishes with a moderate heat from the peppers. 
(Served in a snifter) - 6.5   brewed by Tonya Cornett & Bryan Pyka

SAMPLER #10

SINISTOR BLACK
BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7%                                                                       
This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don’t be fooled by the name 
because this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with subtle hints of chocolate and 
coffee. Very unique and a must try. -5.5

SESSION

NITRO

HOPS

CIDER AND SOUR DARK

CANS
SCALE BREAKER
DOUBLE IPA / IBU 85 / ABV 8.8%  

Built to deliver a dump truck of flavor but at the same time leaving you wanting 
more.  The scales were tipped using copious amounts of Mosaic and Sorachi Ace 
hops. The coconut-tropical with mandarin hop note is paired with a sweet caramel 
malt compliment.  Have your cake and eat it too.   (Served in a snifter)  -6.5                                                                                  
brewed by Jimmy Seifrit

PUB BEER
LAGER / IBU 18 / ABV 5%
-3  25OZ -5

RASPBERRY CRUSH
SOUR / IBU 8 / ABV 6.5%
-5

CUCUMBER CRUSH
SOUR / IBU 8 / ABV 5%
-5

CERISE MARRON
BARREL-AGED SOUR / IBU 12 / ABV 9.9%  

Cerise Marron is a complex sour from our Sour Cellar that began as a simple tart 
brown ale with cherries. We combined that beer with Brettanomyces Nardensis, then 
aged it in red wine barrels. The Brettanomyces continued fermenting the sugar from the 
cherries, producing a fruity, dry beer with lots of wine barrel character.  (Served in a 
snifter)  - 6.5                                                   

JOE IPA
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9%  

This IPA was formerly known as SAM named after its hops; Simcoe, Amarillo & Mosaic 
but we were told this would be a trademark issue with a large craft brewery out of the 
Northeast so we had to change it. We cycled through a bunch of generic names; BOB, 
TOM, DICK, DAN, CARL, FRANK until we finally arrived on the perfect name for this 
IPA… JOE.  -5.5

BRETT IPA
IPA W/ BRETTANOMYCES / IBU 65/ ABV 6.8% 

In this case, Brett isn't some dude, it's a genus of yeast. Brettanomyces yeast provides 
aromatic tropical fruit esters and a mild funk that blends perfectly with the juicy, com-
plex fruity notes from El Dorado, Mosaic, and Vic's Secret hops. Thanks to a massive 
dry hop addition that included heaps of Mosaic lupulin powder, this is an IPA that isn't 
for the faint of heart.   -5.5                                    brewed by Bryan Pyka

SNOW BALLS
STRONG ALE/ IBU 70 / ABV 9.2% 

When it's cold outside and you just can't get warm, this is the beer for you. It's big and 
chewy with just the right amount of hops. We then nitrogenated it to make it approach-
able while still being big and bold. A great beer for making snow balls. 

(Served in a snifter) -6.5  

GINTUITION
SOUR / IBU 10 / ABV 6.2% 

Gintuition is a pomegranate sour aged with gin botanicals from Ransom Distillery.  The 
aroma is juniper berries and cardamom.  Tart pomegranate dominates the flavor with a 
spicy gin finish. (Served in a snifter)   -6.5        brewed by Tonya Cornett

10 SAMPLER
10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all of our production beers. -10 

SAMPLER #1

SAMPLER #2

SAMPLER #6

SAMPLER #7

SAMPLER #8

SAMPLER #5

SAMPLER #9

SAMPLER #3

SAMPLER #4

SILK STACHE
MILK STOUT/ IBU 25 / ABV 6.1% 

A style we've wanted to brew for a while... A perfect balance of roasted malts and 
sweetness from milk sugar. Brewed with dark roasted malts, flaked oats, barley and a 
new experimental hop grown in idaho. Enjoy this tasty black glass of love.

 -5.5  

PEARL IPA
DOUBLE IPA/ IBU 75/ ABV 7.8% 

The first beer Whitney brewed in the Portland brewhouse. The Pearl IPA is their 
best-seller, a perfect marriage of old and new-school IPAs, with classic notes of pine & 
grapefruit alongside bright tropical mango & guava.   -5.5

SPIRAL STAIRCASE
BALTIC PORTER/ IBU 25/ ABV 9.9% 
Three different versions of Baltic were harmoniously integrated to create nuances of 
chocolate, cacoa, sherry, dark fruit, sour cherry, and a delicate ribbon of cinnamon.
(Served in a snifter)  -6.5      brewed by Tonya Cornett

BIG OL PUMPKIN
IMPERIAL PUMPKIN ALE / IBU 40/ ABV 8.3% 

We brewed this beer with over 14 lbs. of organic pumpkin per barrel and then finished 
it off with cinnamon, nut meg and all spice. Put this in your pie and bake it!

(Served in a snifter) -6.5

DRY FLY
WHEAT WINE/ IBU 50 / ABV 10%  
We brewed a huge wheat wine, put it in some Dry Fly whiskey barrels, somehow 
managed to keep from drinking it for 14 months before we pulled it out of the barrels. 
Caramel colored and boozy with a big malt backbone... fish on!

(Served in a snifter) -6.5

WILD CARDS

"CODENAME: HST3"
HOPPY SOUR /  IBU 30  /  ABV 5.8% 
This is the third trial of an evolving Hoppy Sour experiment. Late kettle hops and dry 
hopping compliment and accentuate the aromas of the sour culture to create notes of 
passion fruit, pineapple, grapefruit rind, and a hint of mint. (Served in a snifter) - 6.5   
brewed by Seth Weiss and Peter Wolfe

WALDON'S WORLD
CREAM STOUT / IBU 22 / ABV 5.1% 
This cream stout has lots of chocolate a touch of cherry with slight barrel characteristics. 
Its like eating a ice cream sundae!   -5.5

PUB BEER
LAGER / IBU 18 / ABV 5% 

Floral hops are present with a slight spice and pear character. Pub Beer is light and 
crisp with a high carbonation and a minor creamy mouthfeel. -5.5

WATER OF LIFE 
BARREL AGED SOUR / IBU 5 / ABV 6.8%  
Why wouldn't we blend together sour wheat beer and cider and age it in Aquavit 
barrels? It sounds crazy, but the juicy, lemony quality of the base beer perfectly compli-
ments the herbal and oaky notes that barrel provides. Quench yourself with the water 
of life.  (Served in a snifter) -6.5    brewed by Tonya Cornett & Bobby Jackson

SAISON DU 'COT
SAISON WITH APRICOT/ IBU 15 / ABV 6.1% 
This refreshing brew is a nod to the classic Belgian saison, with a little twist: an 
addition of fresh apricots that enhances the beers fruity flavor. Slightly tart, with a 
crisp, peppery finish, this beer has a little bit of everything!   (Served in a snifter) -6.5             
brewed by Brian Augello


